« Passion Vanilles »
Range
All our labels and packaging are written in French. In case you would need them in your own language, a
minimum of 1000pieces/reference is required. We also offer the possibility to stick your own label on
our packaging.

Tray of 20 glass tubes
Cardboard tray printed in the name of the range "Passion Vanilles ".
May contains 20 tubes of:
- 3 vanilla beans
- 15 g vanilla powder (whole bean dried and crushed)
- 30 g of vanilla sugar (90 % cane sugar, 10 % vanilla powder)
Possible combination of 3 types of product
Conditioning with way of the origins
Conditionnement à façon des origines. *

Raffia envelop
-

« Collection Noire », bag with zip
containing either:
-

50g of beans, origin of your choice : Madagascar,
Mexico, Uganda, Tahiti
100g of vanilla « Authentic » powder
500g of vanilla cane sugar (90% cane sugar, 10%
vanilla powder)

1 tube of 3 vanilla beans of Bourbon Madagascar or 1 bean
of Tahiti vanilla
2 tubes of 3 beans (Bourbon Madagascar and Papua New
Guinea)

Vanilla extract Madagascar with seeds (sugar base)
Aromatic, made with our split vanilla from Madagascar. Easy and fast use.
Recommended dosage: 1 teaspoon per ½ litre of preparation
50ml flask (300g of beans/L)
1L (300g or 400g of beans/L)

Organic vanilla
Support 20 glass tubes Organic
Cardboard support printed in the name of the range "Passion Vanilles ".
May contains 20 tubes of:
- 3 vanilla beans (Congo, Comoros, Madagascar)
- 15 g vanilla powder (whole bean dried and crushed)
- 30 g of vanilla sugar (90 % cane sugar, 10 % vanilla powder)
Possible combination of 3 types of product
Conditioning with way of the origins

« Collection Noire Organic », bag with
zip box containing either:
-

50g of beans, origin at your choice :
Madagascar, Congo, Comoros
100g of Madagascar vanilla powder
500g of vanilla cane sugar (90% cane
sugar, 10% vanilla powder)

